
 

 

ROEMHELD TO LAUNCH NEW PRODUCTS AT AUTOSPORT 

 

Roemheld will be launching a new range of workholding and assembly products, available for the 

first time in the UK, at Autosport 2013. 

 

The highlight of Roemheld stand No: E943 will be a Porsche engine mounted on the new 

Roemheld Modulog assembly table and lifting 

column.  This modular system incorpoates a rotary 

unit with integral lead-throughs, which is unique to the 

market and is patent pending.   Air, oil and power 

signals are all routed through the element, making 

external pipework or hoses superfluous. This results in 

a reduction in set-up times, particularly for the manual 

assembly of prototypes and pre-production series but also in fixture construction, where different 

components are involved. The system simplifies assembly operations and can be adjusted to varing 

heights and to suit individual operators. 

 

Also featured on the stand, will be a BMW engine block fixtured on a new Hydro-tec zero point 

base unit with floating location points.   The Roemheld 

Hydro-tec zero point system offers fast, efficient 

workholding changeovers and can be used within 

automated cycles, requiring only 4 bar of air pressure to 

release the system.  This will be displayed alongside the 

Stark Easy Click range, a fast-closing zero point mounting 

system, that simply clicks into place and holds 

immediately and also only requires 4 bar of pressure for release. 

 

Roemheld’s 5-axis vice range and the new Profix 5-axis systems can also be seen in action on the 

stand. 

 

Bill Neal, Managing Director of Roemheld (UK) said:  "If you‘re thinking of investing in new 

workholding or assembly systems, come to stand E943, to find out exactly how Roemheld can 

meet your needs“. 

 

To find out more about Roemheld’s full range of hydraulic workholding solutions, 5-axis clamps 

and zero point mounting systems, go to www.roemheld.co.uk or telephone 0121 453 1414. 

http://www.roemheld.co.uk/

